World-renowned geneticist Francis Collins began his opening speech much in the same way he founded BioLogos 10 years ago: with a letter he had received from a Christian experiencing a crisis between their faith and modern science.

He pointed the individual (who was writing from Nigeria!) to the BioLogos website.

"More than ever," said Collins, "the world needs to hear the synthesis of science and faith is possible." He capped the event by celebrating the organization with his presentation, "Creating A Place Where Both of God's Books Can Be Honored."

Over 350 people were able to experience just that at the BioLogos Conference in 2019, packing the venue to hear a broad range of compelling topics at the nexus of modern science and biblical faith.

More than ever, the world needs to hear the synthesis of science and faith is possible.

More: biologos.link/conference19
Beyond our National Conference, BioLogos also held two meetings in 2019 for our project titled Conversations on Human Identity and Personhood. The first was held in Atlanta and the second in Santa Barbara. These advanced our project by engaging in productive conversation with leading scholars from a variety of disciplines about what it means to be human in light of modern science.
BioLogos.org was renovated in early 2019 with a reimagined user experience.

Powering the website is a dynamic content strategy that ensures the most relevant science and faith content—including in-depth articles, videos, events, and even podcast episodes—is served to users as they browse the site.

BioLogos.org is also now better positioned on Google, drawing in new users to the faith and science discussion, offering a modern digital presence that is capable of sustainable growth alongside that of the organization.

MORE: BIOLOGOS.ORG
In 2019, we continued to develop INTEGRATE, a science and faith curriculum for Christian school teachers and home educators.

We wrote 8 brand-new units to bring our total to 13 units. Each unit addresses a cluster of questions related to a topical area that is covered in a typical high school biology course. Examples include the methods by which we gain scientific and theological knowledge (and how these ways of knowing complement one another); the biblical basis for creation care; the evidence for climate change and the hope we have as Christians; the ethics of various DNA technologies; and the fossil and genetic evidence for evolution. We also began aligning the curriculum with the Next Generation Science Standards. Nine educators participated in the first of two years of field testing the curriculum content.

Work began on a new website, where INTEGRATE will be sold. Outreach efforts began in earnest with email marketing, regional events, and several presentations to church and academic audiences.

MORE: BIOLOGOS.ORG/INTEGRATE
In 2019, the generous support from our individual & church donors was up 11% from 2018 while support from foundations more than doubled. Of each gift received, 75% went directly to programs that benefit pastors, scientists, students, and families. The remaining gifts supported our core mission through administration and fundraising.

At the end of 2018, BioLogos had a net asset balance of $2.6M. Of this amount, $830k is from multi-year grants and designated for programs in future years. Cash reserves continue to be strong, allowing for stability through uncertain economic conditions in the coming year. Our 2019 financial statement audit is complete and BioLogos again received a "clean opinion" from Monroe, Sweeris & Tromp P.L.C. BioLogos continues to meet the financial standards of the Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability.
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